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Abstract. Diffusive-to-Propagative Mapping (DPM) 
transforms a diffusive electromagnetic field into a dual 
wave field to produce electromagnetic reflectivity im- 
ages similar to non-migrated seismic sections. An ap- 
plication of DPM to the COPROD2 data set gives re- 
flectivity images showing three distinct reflectors at- 
tributed to resistivity jumps located at depths ranging 
from 2 to 50 km. The deeper reflector may be related 
to a major west-dipping seismic reflector detected with 
the COCORP seismic data. 

Introduction 

Diffusion disables direct application of seismic imag- 
ing techniques to low-frequency electromagnetic sound- 
ings, and the seminal papers by Zhdanov and Frenkel 
[1983] and Filatov [1984] motivated the development, of 
migration-like algorithms for diffusive fields. Encourag- 
ing theoretical restilts have since been obtained by sev- 
eral authors [Lee et al., 1987; Levy et al., 1988; Gibert 
and Virieux, 1991; Zoq]ati et al. , 1991; Lee and Xie, 
1993; Zhdanov et al., 1993; Gibert eta!., 1994; Virieux 
et al., 1994; Wilson, 1994], and we present an appli- 
cation of the Diffusive-to-Propagative Mapping (DPM) 
[Gibert and Virieux, 1991; Gibert et al., 1994] to the 
magnetotelluric COPROD2 data set [Jones, 1993]. 

DPM images the sharp gradients of electrical conduc- 
tivity and allows a direct and high-resolution imaging of 
electromagnetic reflectivity. The link with the seismic 
approach is made through a B•i.cklund transformation 
relating solutions, fl (•-?,t), of the diff•lsion equation 
to solutions, • (x --), q), of the wave equation [Bragg and 
Dettman, 1968; Filippi and Frisch, 1969; Filatov, 1984; 
Lee et al., 1989]. We have, 

•0.o q exp - •(•-• q)dq 2 ' (1) 
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where the diffusive field • (•-•, t) is either the electrical 
or the magnetic field and verifies the diffusion equation 

, (2) 

while the dual the field, • (•-•, q), obeys a wave equa- 
tion 

I• 02 • x • x • (•---) q)+ • (•-•.',q) -- 0, (3) 

where p(•-•') is the electrical resistivity and • is the 
magnetic permeability. The ratio tt/p(•) appearing 
in equatiofi (3) gives a wave 'velocity', 

c ( •-?. ) - •/P ( J-•' ) (4) 
expressed in tinit of length per square-root of physi- 
cal time t. The independent variable q is a pseudo-time 

given in square-root of t. DPM is made by solvin_,_g•equa- 
tion (1) in order to reconstruct the wave field W from 
the diffusive field ]• and to produce reflectivity sections 
in the (x --•, q) space in a way very similar to the well- 
known seismic reflection images. Equation (1) can be 
solved either in the time, t, domain [Lee and Xie, 1993] 
or in the dual, w, Fourier space [Gibert and Virieux, 
1991; Gibert et al., 1994] where it, reads 

]• (•--•, w) -- exp (-qV/•w) • (-•., q)dq. (s) 

This latter possibility is more adapted to the present 
purpose since magnetotelluric data are traditionally 
given as apparent resistivity and phase with respect to 
frequency [Zhdanov and Keller, 1994]. An issue of crit- 
ical importance encountered when solving either equa- 
tion (1) or (5) is the considerable ill-posedness attached 
to both noisy and incomplete data. Indeed, the numer - 
ical resolution of equation (5) is a very tinstable inverse 
problem requiring much care, and a detailed numeri- 
cal study indicates that fully non-linear inverse tech- 
niques like simulated annealing produce stable solutions 
[Gibert et al., 1994]. As shown by Donoho the 
numerical inversion of integral equations with Laplace- 
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like kernels can be strongly regularized if the unknown 
solution • satisfies some spar•ity constra, ints. In the 
present, study we assume that • is a sequence of echoes 
reflected by the edges of the objects to detect, 

N 

- (q - q.), (6) 
r•=l 

and the inverse problem is to estimate both the ampli- 
tudes, •n, and the occurrence times, q,., of the arrivals. 
A detailed description of the numerical techniques used 
to estimate these I)arameters is given by Gibert et al. 
[1994]. 

Analysis of the COPROD2 data set 

Presentation of the COPROD2 data 

A detailed descrii)tion of the magnetotelhtric C,O- 
PROD2 data set is given by Jones [1993]. The appar- 
ent resistivity and phase ha.ve been measured in the 
5.5 x 10 -•- 384 Hz frequency range. The data are 
available a,t 35 stations located along a 407 km pro- 
file almost perpendicular to the North American Cen- 
tral Plain (NACP) magnetic anomaly in the Williston 
Basin (Figure 1). Both the TM and TE modes, which 
correspond to a geometry where the magnetic field is re- 
spectively parallel or perI)endicular to the strike of the 
geological structures, have been considered. In order to 
allow a, fitll comparison of our results with those already 
obtained by other authors [Jones, 1993], the data used 
in the present study are corrected for the static shifts 
[Jones, 1988] and are shown as apparent resistivity and 
phase curves on Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. Localization of the COPR,OD2 magnetotel- 
luric profile (heavy solid line). The center of the NACP 
magnetic anomaly is also shown (grey ribbon). Modi- 
fied from Jones and Craven [1990J. 
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Figure 2. Apparent resistivity and phase curves 
recorded a,t the 35 station of the COPROD2 profile and 
corrected for the static shifts. 

DPM applied to the COPROD2 data set 

The basic data needed to invert equation (5) are the 
Fourier coefficients of either the electrical field or the 

magnetic field. Moreover, since the time dependante 
of the ionospheric sources crea, ting the lnagnetotelh•ric 
signals is unknown, some deconvolution is needed to ob- 
tain the Earth's electromagnetic response correspond- 
ing to an impulsive source. Fortunately, the standard 
processing of ma.gnetotelhtric data involves the comlm- 
tation of imt)edance functions whicl-• are implicitly tie-' 
convolved for the ionospheric sourc. e fitnotion. The only. 
non-standard computation we applied is the transfor- 
mation of both al)pa, rent resistivity, p. (w), and phase, 
(I) (w), into the diffusive response, 

D (co) - exI)[i ((I) (co) - •r/4)] /p,, (co) I (7) 

where p• is the electrical resistivity of the shallow layers 
in the Earth. D (w) is the diffusive impulse response 
corresponding to the conductive geological structures 
and was derived by Levy et al. [1988] for 1-D layered 
media,. The same response is reasonably valid for 2-D 
structures a,s shown by the asymptotic simulations (i.e. 
the equivalent of ray theory for diffusion) performed by 
Virieux et al. [1994]. This response constitutes the data, 
used to invert equation (5) and obtain the wave fieM •. 

The choice of a surficial resistivity, p•, fixes a surfi- 
cia,1 velocity, c•, which controls the static shifts of the 
reconstructed wave field. This choice is not too criti- 

cal unless large unrealistic resistivities are used. Figure 
3 represents DPM results obtained for the TM data of 
the westernmost station preprocessed through equation 
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Figure 3. DPM inversions of the TM data tbr west- 
ernmost station. The three plots sl,ow the probability 
curves of the reflected echoes computed for difihrent as- 
signed values of the surface resistivity. 

(7) with p.• = 3, 10, and 100 f2.m. These results rep- 
resents the conditional probal)ility to have an echo at 
a particular pseudo-time (see Gibert and l/iriem: [1991] 
and Gibcrt ctal. [1994] for more details). Botl, DPM 
obtained for the lower two values of resistivity are es- 
sentially identical but for a small time lag: the ec. hoes 
reconstructed for ps = 3 f2.m are late with respect to 
their equivalent for ps = 10 f•.m. This observation 
agrees with eq•ation (4) which shows that tile larger 
the resistivity, the larger the velocity. A precise cornira- 
tation of the static st, ifts is i,tra,ctable since it involves 

an integration over m•known deptt, s for wl,M, tile sur- 
ficial resistivity acts. Tile DI:'M results ol•tained for 
p, = 100 f•.m are strongly biased and only tile latest 
echo remains, tile former being now anticausal and to- 
tally delocalized (i.e. constant conditional prol)ability 
along the pseudo-time axis). In tile remaining, a surfi- 
cial resistivity Ps = 3 f2.m corresponding to the mean 
resistivity obtained fi'om laterologs perk•rmed along tile 
profile has been used for all stations [.Ion. es, 1988]. 

The DPM sections obtained for all 35 stations and 

for both the TM and TE modes are represented in Fig- 
ure 4. It must be emphasized that the displayed sec- 
tions were obtained 1)y plotting together all 35 individ- 
ual DPM traces (like those in Figure 3). Each inversion 
was performed independently from the others and no 
inter-trace coherency criterion was apI)lied. 

Interpretation and discussion 

Most reflections inverted from tile TE data arrange 
themselves onto 4 reflectors labelled from 1 to 4 on Fig- 
tire 4. Reflector 1 is tracked across the whole profile mid 
is also coherently recovered from the TM data,. This 
reflector has a rough synclinal shape with a.n a,verage 
two-way pseudo-time of 3 x/T, a shallower easternmost 
end with pseudo-times decreasing to 2 x/7, and a deeper 
middle part with pseudo-times around 4 x/-•. Assuming 

a mean resistivity of 3 f•.m for tile shallow sedimen- 
tary layers, these pseudo-times give an average depth of 
2.3 kra, and depths of 1.5 km and 3.0 km for tile east- 
ernmost end and the middle part respectively. This 
geometry is fully comI)atible with tile shallow electri- 
cal structure derived from laterologs which evidenced 
a sharp increase of electi'ical resistivity associated with 
the Ashern dolomite marker [Jones, 1988]. Both tile 
sharpness of reflector 1 and the coherency of the results 
indicate that reflector 1 can be confidently attributed 
to this geological interface. 

Reflectors 2 and 3 are not equally recovered from tile 
TE and TM sections. When grmq)ed altogether, the 
tracked reflectors form a reflectivity ribbon c. rossing tile 
whole profile with two-way I)seudo-times varying from 
6 x/• to 9 x/7. Tile general shape of reflectors 2 and 3 
mimics the one of reflector 1 and, altho•gh tile pse•do- 
times of the latter are not exactly half of' those for tile 
formers, it cannot be totally exch•ded that reflectors 2 
and 3 are segments of the first, m]dtiple of reflec. tor 1. 
However, we give a low l•robability to this possibility 
since our previous synthetic tests never displayed such 
multiples, even for much stronger reflectors than the 
presently discussed ones. An alternative interpretation 
is that reflectors 2 and 3 are primary and created by 
a resistivity jump with a depth ranging from 7 km to 
11km (asstuning p = 10 f2.rn. below reflector 1), the 
shallower depths being on the easternmost wing of tile 
profile. Such a resistivity variation may be associated 
with a strong seismic reflector evidenced with seisnfic 
refraction data [Morel-•i-l'Huissier et al., 1987]. 
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Figure 4. DPM electromagnetic reflectivity i[nages ob- 
tained for the TE (top) a, nd TM (bottom) COPB.OD2 
data. Labelled white lines enhance tile reflectors dis- 
cussed in tile text. 
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Reflector 4 is only recovered fi'om the TE (la, ta, a,•(1 
constitutes an aligninents with a, steep westwar(1 deep- 
ening. Two-way pseudo-times range from 10 x/• to 
35 x/r•. The unrecovery of reflector 4 fi'om the TM (lata 
set illustrates the difihrentia,1 sensitivity between TE 
and TM modes to a given structure and cannot l)e at- 
tributed to the noise whose amount is the sa.me in both 

data sets (see Figure 2). S•ch a, discreI)ancy ha.s also 
been observed in synthetic inversions a,n(1 emphasized 
by Levy et al. [1988]. The depth ra,nge of the resis- 
tivity jumps producing reflector 4 str(mgly depends on 
the resistivities of the overlying rocks. As stated in the 
introduction, the magnetotelharic a. Iq•roxima,ti()n corre- 
sponds to a seismic design which disal•les any kin(1 (ff 
velocity analysis, and we m•ast use velocities comImted 
with resistivity estimates fiarnishe(1 by other inversion 
methods [Jo•,e.,, 1993]. Although strongly deI•en(lent 
upon the particular inversion algorithm •me(1, these re- 
sistivity estimates mostly fall in the [1, 1000] •.,•, inter- 
val, with an average value of the order of 10 •.m. (see 
Jones [1993] for a review). Taking this last estima.te 
for the resistivity, we find a depth ra, nge [15, 50] km 
fbr reflector 4. Of course, these estimates axe rough 
and more precise values could be obtained by migrat- 
ing the reflectivity images of Figure 4. Let us notice 
however that the top of reflector 4 coincides witl• the 
low-resistivity body tbund by Jo,es [1993] a, nd we may 
conjecture that the whole electromaglmtic reflector fits 
with the west-dipping reflectivity zone fmmd in the CO- 
CORP seismic survey performed 100 km to the south of 
the COPR,OD2 profile [Nelson et al., 1993]. 
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